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What is a Protected Tree?
As currently defined in the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), a Protected Tree
is any of the following Southern California native tree species that measures four
inches or more in cumulative diameter, four and one-half feet above the ground
level at the base of the tree:





Oak, including Valley Oak and California Live Oak, or any other tree of the
oak genus indigenous to California but excluding the Scrub Oak
Southern California Black Walnut
Western Sycamore
California Bay

These trees are subject to the provisions of the LAMC that regulate relocation,
removal, and replacement for Protected Trees.
The City first adopted regulations to protect native trees in 1980. The original
ordinance only provided protections for Oak trees (as defined above). In 2006, in
order to slow the decline of additional native trees, the provisions were updated to
revise the regulations and to expand the definition of Protected Tree to include the
Southern California Black Walnut, Western Sycamore, and California Bay trees.
What would the proposed Protected Tree Code Amendment do?
The Protected Tree Code amendment proposes to expand the definition of
Protected Tree to include the Mexican Elderberry (Sambucus Mexicana) and
Toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia) shrubs. The number of protected native trees
would increase from four to six.
The proposed Code amendment would broaden the range of trees subject to the
Protected Tree regulations, but would not modify any of the regulations
themselves.
Please see the attached draft ordinance to review the language of the proposed
Code amendment.
Why expand the number of Protected Trees?
There are currently only four trees classified as Protected Trees. When a protected
tree is removed, it must be replaced with a tree from the list of protected trees,
unless the Bureau of Public Works grants permission for an alternate tree to be
planted. In recent years, more and more of the protected trees, especially Oaks
and Western Sycamores, have been infested with diseases that sicken the trees

and lead to devastation, especially when there is a monoculture (large numbers of
the same tree located in close proximity to each other).
Species diversity is key to preventing monocultures and to protecting the health of
trees. An expanded protected tree list is needed to widen the palate for
replacement trees and to help promote tree health and resiliency. The expanded
list will also allow for fewer deviations from the list and potentially lessen review by
the Bureau of Public Works for the planting of alternate trees.

Why are the Mexican Elderberry and Toyon proposed to become Protected Trees?
The Mexican Elderberry and Toyon have been proposed to be classified as
Protected Trees because they are native species, they promote native wildlife and
habitats, they can grow to a variety of sizes, and they are species that are important
to the history and identity of Los Angeles.
The Mexican Elderberry and Toyon are native to California and require very little
water. Both species produce berries, attract butterflies, birds, and other wildlife,
and are important to maintaining natural habitats. When one of these trees is
removed, the impacts go far beyond aesthetics and effect entire ecosystems.
Additionally, the Toyon tree is said to have inspired the name for Hollywood and is
the official City Native Plant.

How would this Code amendment effect my property or my project?
The Code amendment would expand the definition of Protected Tree to include the
Mexican Elderberry and Toyon, and the trees would then be subject to the
Protected Tree provisions of the Code. Mexican Elderberry or Toyon trees
proposed for relocation or removal after the effective date of the Code amendment
would be subject to the Protected Tree provisions of the Code.

What are the next steps? How can I get more information or share my input?
The Planning Department will give a presentation, answer questions, and conduct
a public hearing on the proposed Code amendment at 10 a.m. on January 20,
2017 at City Hall in Room 1050 (200 N. Spring Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012).
The public hearing will be held to obtain testimony from affected and/or interested
persons regarding this project. The hearing will be conducted by a Hearing Officer
who will consider oral testimony and any written communication received regarding
this proposed Code amendment, as well as the merits of the draft ordinance as it
relates to existing land use regulations. After the hearing, a recommendation report
will be prepared for consideration by the City Planning Commission.
The City Planning Commission will consider the Code amendment at a public
meeting tentatively scheduled for March 9, 2017, and will make a recommendation
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to the City Council. The Code amendment will then be considered by the City
Council’s Planning and Land Use Management (PLUM) Committee, followed by
the full City Council.
Please submit comments or questions to: Shannon Ryan at
Shannon.Ryan@lacity.org, (213) 978-3304. In order to be considered in the report
to the City Planning Commission, written comments should be received by January
31, 2017. Comments received after January 31, 2017 should be addressed to the
City Planning Commission at CPC@lacity.org for its consideration.
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